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Abstract—Big data analytics have become a necessity to businesses worldwide. Current analytics platforms, while
successful in harnessing multiple aspects of this “data deluge”, bind their efficacy to a single data and compute model
and often depend on proprietary systems. However, no single execution engine is suitable for all types of computation
and no single data store is suitable for all types of data. To this end, we present IReS, the Intelligent Resource
Scheduler for complex analytics workflows executed over multi-engine environments. Our system models the cost and
performance of the required tasks over the available platforms. IReS is then able to match distinct workflow parts to the
execution and/or storage engine among the available ones in order to optimize with respect to a user-defined policy.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Big data analytics have become indispensable for the
majority of industries [11], enabling engineers, analytics
experts and scientists alike to tap the potential of vast
amounts of business-critical data. Such data analysis
demands a high degree of parallelism in both storage and
computation: Modern datacenters host huge volumes of
data, stored over large numbers of nodes with multiple
storage devices and process them using thousands or
millions of cores.

This demand has given rise to diverse execution
engines and data stores that target specific data and
computation types (e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4], [8], [10]).
Performance optimizations thereof have also emerged
(e.g., [13], [14]), yet they assume strictly single-engine
environments, thus considering specific data formats and
query/analytics task types.

However, modern workflows have become increas-
ingly long and complex [12]. Specifically, workflows may
include multiple data types (e.g., relational, key-value,
graph, plain text, etc.) generated from different sources.
What is more, they are executed under varying con-
straints and policies (e.g., optimize performance or cost,
require different fault-tolerance degrees, etc.). Finally,
workflow operators can be greatly diverse, from simple
Select-Project-Join (SPJ) queries and data movement
to complex NLP-, graph- or custom operations. There
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currently exists no single platform that can optimize for
this complexity [15].

Sensing this trend, cloud software companies now
offer software distributions in pre-cooked VM images
or as a service. These distributions incorporate differ-
ent processing frameworks, data stores and libraries to
alleviate the burden of multiple installations and config-
urations (e.g., [5], [6], [7], [9]). Yet, such multi-engine
environments lack a meta-scheduler that could automat-
ically match tasks to the right engine(s) according to
multiple criteria, deploy and run them without manual
intervention.

To address multi-engine analytics workflow optimiza-
tion we present the Intelligent Multi-Engine Resource
Scheduler (IReS), an integrated, open source platform for
managing, executing and monitoring complex analytics
workflows. Its goal is to provide adaptive, cost-based
and customizable resource management of the diverse
execution and storage engines available. IReS incorpo-
rates a modelling framework that constantly evaluates the
cost, quality and performance of data and computational
resources in order to decide on the most advantageous
store, indexing and execution pattern.

To that direction, our system handles existing open-
source execution models (e.g., Map-Reduce, Bulk Syn-
chronous Parallel) as well as state-of-the-art central-
ized and distributed storage engines (RDBMSs, NoSQL,
distributed file-systems, etc.) in order to have a broad
applicability and increased performance gains. IReS is
able to optimize workflows consisting of tasks that range
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from simple group-by, aggregation or complex joins
between different data sources to machine-learning tasks
and queries on graph data in combination with relational
data.

Consequently, our system is able to execute all types
of analytics workflows by adaptively choosing to execute
each sub-part of the workflow to a (possibly different)
deployed engine. The IReS platform assigns sub-tasks
to the most advantageous technology(-ies) available and
ensures resource and dataflow scheduling in order to
enhance performance: If a single engine is used, en-
hancement will be achieved through optimized resource
allocation and elasticity modelling (e.g., execute on more
VMs, or on smaller cluster with larger main memory,
etc.); if multiple ones are required, enhancements will
relate both to single-engine optimization and to workflow
management that decides what is the best execution plan
and data-flow (e.g., execute sub-task 1 first, intermediate
results should be stored on a NoSQL engine and then
sub tasks 2 and 3 run in parallel and write final results to
HDFS files).

The architecture of the IReS platform is depicted in
Figure 1. The core elements, upon which the system
bases its operation are the following:
• An interface layer which identifies execution artefacts
such as operators, data, their dependencies and accom-
panying metadata and validates the user-defined policy.
This layer relies on a JSON-based metadata framework
that describes operators in abstract and instantiated
forms, enabling search and matching of operators that
perform a similar task in the planning phase.

• A profiling and modelling engine that creates detailed
models of the costs and performance characteristics
of various analytics operations over multiple execu-
tion engines and different configurations. Profiling
measures are collected via budget-constraint executed
benchmarks. The learned models are stored and uti-
lized to match the user optimization policy with the
available execution engines during the planning phase
of the workflow. While the workflow is being executed,
the initial models are refined in an online manner using
monitoring information of the actual run.

• A decision-making and planning process that deter-
mines the optimal execution plan in real-time. This
entails deciding on where each subtask is to be run,
under what amount of resources provisioned, the plan
for moving data to/from their current locations and
between runtimes (if more than one is chosen) and
defining the output destinations. Such a decision must
rely on the characteristics of the analytics task in
hand and the models of all possible engines. Real-time
monitoring information is utilized as well, to enable
dynamic adjustments of the execution plan based on
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the IReS platform

the most up-to-date knowledge.
• An execution layer that enforces the optimal plan
over the physical infrastructure. It includes methods
and tools that translate high level “start runtime under
x amount of resources”, “move data from site Y to
Z” type of commands to a workflow of primitives
as understood by the specific runtimes and storage
engines. Moreover, it is responsible for ensuring fault
tolerance and robustness through real-time monitoring.
During the presentation we will describe the overall

architecture of the IReS platform, elaborate on the role of
each component and present the main system workflows.
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